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How and what is researched when law is studied as a social phenomenon not only depends on the 

different theoretical approaches but also on variations in scientific culture. While, for example, 

the interdisciplinary “law and/in society” movement, primarily based in the US, focuses on the 

social-constitutive aspect of law, the socio-legal studies in the sense of an “applied sociology of 

law” that highlight “law in context” are common in the UK. In the European and especially in the 

German-speaking context, the analysis of law in the social sciences has traditionally held the 

status of a specialized sociology or – as “Rechtstatsachenforschung” – that of an auxiliary 

discipline. Depending on the perspective also the focus of how law is looked upon or “legal reality” 

is studied shifts. The focal points are manifold: from the efficacy of legal norms to the constitutive 

aspect of law on to the meaning of law in everyday life.  

 

In view of globalization, European integration and international entanglements, geographic 

prioritizations are relocated and increasingly different perspectives are integrated. At the same 

time, also the law itself changes – not only do European legal norms, supra- and international law 

immediately affect the national level, creating modified social conditions, but also questions arise 

regarding the possibilities and consequences of a global legal order and how law can be defined in 

the context of globalization when the nation state loses significance. 

 

Considering these developments, a multitude of possibilities opens up to deal with law from a 

social science perspective – for research topics as well empirical orientations. The Thematic Issue 

will include contributions that investigate law as a social phenomenon from a theoretical and/or 

empirical perspective and reflect the new characteristics of law.  
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